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Aircraft Building: Your Welding Workshop

top with square steel tubing to reinforce the top and to create the legs. If you use 3/8-inch steel for the top, you will probably not need to reinforce it with square. 
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Nuts & Bolts



Aircraft Building



Your Welding Workshop



AFTER SELECTING YOUR welding equipment, the next step is to set up a welding workshop—or a welding area within an existing workshop. In Setting up a safe place to join metal most cases a dedicated welding shop is a rarity, RON ALEXANDER so many builders rearrange their workshop to accommodate the work in room, and there must be no flamprogress. How much workshop mable materials, such as aerosol space you need depends largely on cans or oily rags, in or near your what you’re building. While a dedi- welding area. When welding, an cated shop or hangar is ideal, for occasional splatter is not uncommost projects a two-car garage mon, so be sure there’s nothing should suffice. close by that will ignite and burn if Your welding area must be in a this occurs. Keep petroleum prodsafe environment. In other words, ucts—oil and grease—away from there should be no flammable liq- your oxygen cylinder, and never uids stored anywhere in the same lubricate the threads of oxygen fit-



A flux-cored MIG welder.
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tings with oil. When petroleum and oxygen meet, spontaneous combustion often results. Have a fire extinguisher available at all times. Regardless of what kind of welding you’ll do— gas, MIG (metal inert gas), or TIG (tungsten inert gas)—your welding area must be well ventilated to rid the air of fumes. However, the ventilation system should not create any drafts. Drafts can cause your welds to cool unevenly, leading to warping. Be sure you have good lighting. A welding table makes the job easier, especially for smaller components, and building one is a good first project for a homebuilder new to welding. Measuring 3 feet square, a typical table consists of a flat 1/4-inch sheet-steel top with square steel tubing to reinforce the top and to create the legs. If you use 3/8-inch steel for the top, you will probably not need to reinforce it with square tubing. Keep the tabletop rust free. Rust can contaminate gas welds, and if you are using TIG, rust is a poor electrical conductor, and so is paint, so don’t paint the tabletop either. Some welders cover their tabletop with firebrick. Don’t use regular masonry bricks; because they retain a lot of moisture they can explode when a flame is applied. Firebrick is commonly used in fireplace interiors. Check with your local masonry supplier. A vise is a handy welding table



supply companies, but any metal stool the right height will work. Make sure it’s large enough so you won’t slip or squirm off of its edge while you are concentrating on a weld.



Many MIG welders automatically feed the necessary filler material.



addition, a third hand to hold the pieces you are welding or cutting. A sturdy, comfortable metal stool is



another important component because it makes you steadier. You can purchase one from welding



Oxyacetylene Equipment Because it requires pressurized metal cylinders of oxygen and oxyacetylene, gas welding (OFW—oxygen-fuel welding) poses certain problems and inherent dangers in a home workshop. To preclude the chance of knocking a valve off a cylinder, creating a destructive missile, make sure the screw-on safety cover is in place when you take delivery of the cylinder, when you move them, and whenever you are not welding. Make sure the cylinders are chained to a cart or stationary object before removing the caps. Gas cylinders come in various sizes, and you purchase or lease them from a local welding supply



For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org
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Aircraft Building company. Most builders lease or rent the tanks, and industrial-size cylinders cost around $60 per year. Buying tanks often isn’t worth it because you’re responsible for having the cylinders hydrostatically pressure tested every five years, and many supply companies won’t refill tanks not leased from them. If you’re welding in a “multipurpose” shop, buying (or leasing) a wheeled cart designed to securely hold both cylinders will make it much easier to reconfigure your shop space. Attached to each tank is a regulator with two gauges. One indicates tank pressure, and the other the torch pressure. There are two types of regulators. Most small welding outfits have a single-stage regulator that reduces the pressure in one step. A two-stage regulator reduces the cylinder pressure in two steps, automatically to around 50 psi, and then to the user-controlled working pressure. Two-stage regulators are nice to have, but are not necessary for aircraft welding. Hoses connect the regulators and torch. The acetylene hose is red, and the oxygen hose is green or, in some cases, black. Each is threaded differently so you cannot accidentally mix the two gases. Oxygen hoses have a right-hand thread, and acetylene hoses have a
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A TIG welding base unit—the power supply. left-hand thread with grooves notched in the nuts to identify them. There are three different types of gas welding torches. On the hose end of the conventional torch are valves that control flow of oxygen and acetylene. To make flame control easier—and reduce the chances of bumping them during use—on an aviation-style torch the valves are between the handle and the tube leading to the torch tip. A pistol-grip torch looks like its name. The torch pressures are mixed in the handle, and pressures are never changed during the welding process. Many builders also find a cutting torch, which is specifically designed for this purpose, useful. TIG Equipment A TIG outfit consists of the base-welding unit that is a power source, a torch, a current control, a pressurized cylinder of argon gas (which requires the same care given other gas cylinders) with a regulator, and a hose to connect the bottle to the torch. Some of the smaller TIG units require only 120 volts, but most machines require 240 volts and come with a standard 240-volt 50amp plug. Inexpensive TIG units, available for less than $500, have a DC-only power source, meaning they can’t weld aluminum or magnesium. An AC/DC unit, which has at least a 150-amp top end and starts in the neighborhood of $1,400, is a better all-around welder that will join most metals, including steel, aluminum, magnesium, and titanium. The current control is usually a foot switch, and thumb switches are optional. When you move your toe downward on the pedal, the current flow increases to the preset maximum amperage. When you release pressure on the foot control, the flow to the torch decreas98
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es until it shuts off. Even though it’s termed a “torch,” no flame is emitted, but rather it’s the electrical current through a tungsten electrode that forms the arc.



Gas welding cylinders.



MIG Welding MIG equipment is simple and basic and comes in 120 and 240-volt units. The most inexpensive is a machine for flux cored arc welding (FCAW), which does not require an external gas. A variation is gas metal arc welding (GMAW), which requires an external shielding gas like carbon dioxide or argon/carbon dioxide. GMAW can be used for tack welding before TIG welding, but a TIG unit is capable of tack welding, too, which is why most builders go TIG. Other Equipment Regardless the welding system you use, you need the appropriate eye protection, and the specifics will be



covered in the upcoming article on welding safety. A quick list of other tools you’ll need include welding
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magnets, Vise-Grips, files, de-burring tool, silver pencil to mark tubing, soapstone marker, die grinder, disc grinder, C-clamps, wire brushes, pliers, machinist hammer, combination square, magnetic protractor, and measuring tools. Some “nice to have” tools include a plasma arc cutting machine, drill press, tubing notcher, band saw, cut-off wheel, bead blaster, and a sand blaster. As you can see, it does not take a lot to set up a home welding shop. Be sure to purchase good quality equipment from a reputable company. You may want to consider having a gas-welding outfit along with a TIG machine. Gas welding torches can be used for a number of functions such as brazing and cutting. You can then do your serious welding with the TIG machine. It all depends upon how extensive your welding projects will be. Next month we will talk about preparing metal for welding.
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